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Abstract: The measured values of the weak scale, v, and the first generation masses,
mu,d,e, are simultaneously explained in the multiverse, with all these parameters scanning
independently. At the same time, several remarkable coincidences are understood. Small
variations in these parameters away from their measured values lead to the instability of
hydrogen, the instability of heavy nuclei, and either a hydrogen or a helium dominated
universe from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. In the 4d parameter space of (mu,md,me, v),
catastrophic boundaries are reached by separately increasing each parameter above its
measured value by a factor of (1.4, 1.3, 2.5,∼ 5), respectively. The fine-tuning problem of
the weak scale in the Standard Model is solved: as v is increased beyond the observed
value, it is impossible to maintain a significant cosmological hydrogen abundance for any
values of mu,d,e that yield both hydrogen and heavy nuclei stability.
For very large values of v a new regime is entered where weak interactions freeze out
before the QCD phase transition. The helium abundance becomes independent of v and
is determined by the cosmic baryon and lepton asymmetries. To maintain our explanation
of v from the anthropic cost of helium dominance then requires universes with such large
v to be rare in the multiverse. Implications of this are explored, including the possibility
that new physics below 10 TeV cuts off the fine-tuning in v.
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1 Introduction
All results from particle physics experiments and cosmological observations can be de-
scribed consistently by an effective theory of the Standard Model and General Relativity,
(SM+GR). Furthermore, this effective theory may be valid up to a very high mass scale
ΛSM , that exceeds the weak scale v by many orders of magnitude; the physics of inflation,
baryogenesis and dark matter may be associated with mass scales even larger than ΛSM .
While consistent with all data, such an effective theory has fine-tuning of at least v2/Λ2SM
in the weak scale, and ΛCC/Λ
4
SM in the cosmological constant ΛCC . The prevailing view of
the last quarter of the 20th century was that ΛSM would turn out to be of order the weak
scale and that a natural theoretical understanding for a very small or zero cosmological
constant would emerge. The discovery of dark energy in 1998 and the absence of a Higgs
boson or new physics at LEP by 2000 produced cracks in this conventional view, but still
the expectation was that the LHC was likely to uncover a natural understanding for the
weak scale.
The discovery of a perturbatively coupled Higgs boson at the LHC, and the absence of
any signs of breakdown of the SM at LHC or elsewhere, places this prevailing view under
further stress. After run 1 of the LHC, the fine-tuning of v is becoming problematic. While
a discovery at the next run of the LHC could dramatically change our understanding of the
origin of v, in the absence of any discovery of physics beyond the SM, and of any natural
explanation for the amount of dark energy, the development of a theoretical framework to
understand the fine-tunings of both v and ΛCC is highly motivated.
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Figure 1. The anthropic requirements on (mu,md) for the stability of complex nuclei (upper,
green) and the stability of hydrogen (lower, purple), with other parameters held fixed. In the left
panel the three red dots correspond to the observed masses of the three quark generations. The
light shading gives the 1σ theoretical uncertainties in each boundary, which, of course, only apply
to the lightest generation. The region in the dashed square is shown expanded in the right panel,
where the dashed line corresponds to varying v with Yukawa couplings held fixed.
The multiverse, based on eternal inflation and the string landscape, may provide such
a framework. If observers are rare in the multiverse, then those universes that do have
observers can contain parameters that appear to be finely tuned. In particular, it has
been argued that most universes do not contain large scale structure, so that observed
values of ΛCC are tuned [1], and most universes do not contain complex nuclei, so that
v is observed to be fine-tuned [2]. If our observed value of ΛCC is increased by about 2
orders of magnitude galaxies fail to form [3] and if v is increased by about 50% there are
no bound complex nuclei [4]. So far the fine-tuning problems of the cosmological constant
and weak scale have resisted solutions by means of symmetries; their persistence provides
evidence for the multiverse.
These key results for ΛCC and v were each obtained by studying multiverses where
only a single parameter scans. In (SM+GR) there are only three mass parameters ΛCC , v
and the Planck mass Mpl, so these results would also follow in (SM+GR) in a landscape
that only allows dimensional parameters to scan [5]. However, in more general landscapes
dimensionless parameters scan. Furthermore, in theories that go beyond (SM+GR) small
dimensionless parameters, such as Yukawa couplings [6, 7] and the primordial density
perturbations, are understood in terms of ratios of disparate mass scales, so that they
would scan even in the restricted landscapes of [5].
The observed values of the up and down quark masses place our universe on the edge
of both hydrogen stability and complex nuclei stability, as shown in figure 1, suggesting
independent scanning of these masses. The observed values of (mu,md) lie near the tip of a
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cone formed by these boundaries. Given that the SM Yukawa couplings vary over 5-6 orders
of magnitude, it is remarkable that variations of only ∼ 30% lead to a catastrophic change
of atomic physics. If flavor results purely from symmetries, this closeness to the tip of the
cone is accidental — the lowest red dot would be expected to lie far from the tip of the cone.
If it were in the shaded region of figure 1, the universe would not contain observers; if it
were in the unshaded region, observers would not find that they lived close to catastrophic
boundaries. However, in a multiverse with up and down Yukawa couplings scanning, with
distributions favoring a large up coupling, the most probable observed universes lie near
the tip of the cone. Note that if only v scans, corresponding to moving alone the dashed
line of the right panel, our proximity to the complex nuclei boundary can be understood,
but the proximity of the line to the tip of the cone is accidental. Two scanning parameters,
such as (mu,md), can naturally explain our proximity to the tip of the cone, while one
scanning parameter cannot.
A key question is whether the multiverse understanding of the finely-tuned values of
ΛCC and v is robust to scanning many parameters. In the case of ΛCC the argument appears
to fail if the energy density at virialization, ρvir, is allowed to scan. The large scale structure
catastrophic boundary determines ΛCC/ρvir, so there is a runaway direction to large values
of ρvir and ΛCC . One way to avoid this conclusion is to find another catastrophic boundary
so that both ΛCC and ρvir are both determined [8].
1
Similarly, in the case of the electroweak scale the argument from complex nuclei fails
if the up and down quark Yukawa couplings, yu,d, scan. In this case nuclear physics
environmentally selects mu,d = yu,d v, as shown in figure 1, leaving open a possible runaway
direction to large v and small yu,d. Thus, the crucial question is whether there are other
environmental effects that depend on different combinations of yu,d and v. While we know
of no environmental boundaries that select for yu,d, there are three well-known astrophysical
phenomena involving the amplitude for weak interaction processes, GF ∼ 1/v2, that could
be anthropically relevant [10].
If GF were too small (large) then neutrinos produced in the final stages of stellar
collapse might easily escape (get trapped) preventing supernova explosions which allow
heavy elements produced in early generations of stars to be recycled into later planetary
systems. The role of neutrinos in supernova explosions has been extensively studied, and
it is still not known whether they play a critical role (see for example the review [11]),
so we do not pursue this possibility. As GF varies so does the rate for the pp → de+ν
reaction that initiates the pp cycle for energy production in main sequence stars. However,
long-lived stars can still be fueled by the pp chain: the central temperature of the star can
adjust to compensate for the change in the weak amplitude without substantially altering
the luminosity. As the weak scale is increased from the observed value, there is no nearby
anthropic boundary from pp stellar burning.
1Another possibility is that ΛCC is determined by a different environmental argument, which seems
preferred since we observe ΛCC about two orders of magnitude away from the large scale structure boundary.
The latter is accomplished by using the causal patch measure, giving a statistical prediction that ΛCC
dominates the energy density of the universe in the era containing most observers, solving the “Why Now?”
problem [9].
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In our universe 25% of baryons are processed into helium during the era of Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN). The helium fraction is highly sensitive to scanning the weak scale
v around our observed value, as shown in figure 2. In particular, as v is increased the helium
fraction rapidly rises above 90%. While it is unclear whether even a 100% helium universe
is catastrophic, a large increase in the helium fraction does have consequences that clearly
tend to suppress observers: halo cooling becomes slower, long-lived hydrogen burning stars
become rarer, and hydrogen as a building block of life becomes rarer. The fine-tuning of
the weak scale in the SM implies that if v scans most universes will have a large value of
v, giving a probability force to the right in figure 2. Remarkably, our universe lies on the
steep part of the curve in figure 2, where universes transition from dominantly hydrogen
to dominantly helium, suggesting an anthropic cost of excessive helium. In this paper we
explore the possibility that the weak scale originates from environmental selection at BBN.
We are interested in modest variations in v and assume that huge variations, as in the
weakless universe [12], give universes less probable than our own.
The transition from a dominant hydrogen to a dominant helium universe occurs when
the freeze-out temperature of neutron-proton interconversion is close to the neutron-proton
mass difference, yielding the parametric prediction
v ∼ (mn −mp)3/4 M1/4pl . (1.1)
This relation is of course a correlation among (v,mn−mp,Mpl). However, mn−mp and Mpl
are likely selected via phenomena that do not involve the weak interactions, so that it is the
BBN helium boundary that prevents the runaway of the weak scale to large values. The
weak scale is indeed fine-tuned, but no more than is typically necessary in the multiverse
for observers to exist.
Given that (yu, yd) and v could vary over many orders of magnitude, the extreme
closeness of the observed values to the catastrophic boundaries in each of figures 1 and 2
provides evidence for environmental selection in a multiverse. Our purpose in this paper
is to study and assess this evidence.
In sections 2 – 5 we restrict our attention to variations of v up to 30 − 100 times the
observed value of the weak scale, v0, so that the relevant weak interaction freezeout occurs
after the QCD phase transition. We also keep the second and third generation Yukawa
couplings fixed so that heavy flavors are not relevant for BBN in this range of v. As we vary
an increasing set of parameters away from the observed values, we explore the form of the
observer boundary, beyond which observers are either absent, or severely constrained. In
the next section we discuss the relevant multiverse distribution functions, and in section 3
we study selection of mu,d,e at the atomic boundaries. We then address the BBN helium
boundary:
• With v/v0 < 30 − 100 the nuclear abundances resulting from BBN depend on the
masses mu,d,e as well the weak scale v, and in section 4 we investigate whether the
BBN understanding of v persists when the Yukawa couplings also scan. The helium
boundary becomes a surface in the four dimensional parameter space of (mu,d,e, v),
and the problem is tractable largely because mu,d,e are already highly constrained by
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Figure 2. The fraction of baryonic mass processed to 4He during BBN as a function of the weak
scale, with other physically relevant parameters, including mu,d,e,ΛQCD and Mpl, held fixed. The
red dot shows our universe, and appears on the steeply rising portion of the curve. The blue shading
shows regions with more than (85, 90, 95)% of baryons in helium. The yellow region has freeze-out
for u↔ d conversion occurring before the QCD phase transition while, in the region of overlapping
blue/yellow shading, the ordering of the freeze-out and phase transition is uncertain.
the atomic boundaries. BBN depends on two other key parameters, the Planck scale
Mpl and the baryon asymmetry η. In section 5 we demonstrate possible runaway
behavior if these parameters scan, and investigate physical mechanisms that prevent
such runaways.
In section 6 we consider v/v0 > 30− 100, so that the weak interaction process relevant
for the neutron to proton ratio freezes out before the QCD phase transition:
• With v/v0 > 30 − 100 the neutron to proton ratio is determined by particle anti-
particle asymmetries, and is independent of mu,d,e, so that (1.1) no longer holds, as
illustrated to the right in figure 2. We discover that universes with a weak scale
102 − 103 times larger than in our universe are typically not dominated by 4He.
Nevertheless, we argue that our proximity to the helium boundary, shown by the
red dot in figure 2, is still significant for explaining the observed value of v, and we
discuss a variety of possible reasons why we do not find ourselves in a universe with
a much larger value of v.
Finally, in section 7 we consider possible effects on the helium abundance of scanning heavy
flavor Yukawa couplings. Conclusions are drawn in section 8, and in the appendix we study
the sensitivity of Mpl/ΛQCD to scanning of the quark and lepton masses.
2 Scanning parameters and multiverse distributions
For a set of scanning parameters xi the probability distribution in the multiverse is
dP = f(xi)n(xi) d lnxi (2.1)
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where f is the a priori distribution of universes in the multiverse with parameter set xi, n
is a weighting proportional to the number of observers in a universe with these parameters,
and we assume a sufficient density of vacua to justify the continuous limit.
In the multiverse explanation for the cosmological constant [1] it is sufficient to first
study a landscape where only the cosmological constant scans. However, for a multiverse
explanation of the weak scale via BBN, it is not sufficient to study a landscape where only
the weak scale scans. If only v scans, then the the observer region is determined by nuclear
stability, and the effects of BBN on the weighting factor n(v) are subdominant. Hence we
must also consider variations in the Yukawa couplings of the first generation quarks, so
that the minimal landscape involves the scanning parameters xi = (yu,d, v). We also allow
the electron Yukawa coupling ye to scan as the electron mass is highly relevant to both
BBN and hydrogen stability boundaries. A modest increase in the electron mass leads to
both an increase in helium production and to hydrogen instability. Hence for most of this
paper we take the scanning parameter set to be xi = (ya, v), with a = (u, d, e), having a
probability distribution
dP = f(ma/v, v) nnuc(ma) nBBN(Y4) nother(ma, v) d lnma d ln v (2.2)
where we find it convenient to change variables to (ma, v). For the weighting n, we include
factors from nuclear stability, helium production at BBN and possible contributions from
other physical effects, such as supernova explosions and stellar burning. Furthermore, nnuc
is independent of v and we have assumed that nBBN depends only on the helium abundance,
Y4(ma, v). While nother could depend on both v and ma, we will set it to unity for most of
our analysis. The hydrogen and complex nuclear stability boundaries are quite sharp, so
that we can approximate nnuc to be unity inside the observer region O and zero elsewhere.
The region O is shown white in figure 1, where it is projected on to the (mu,md) plane,
and is more fully explored in figure 3.
How, then, are we to understand figure 2, which shows the helium abundance with v
scanning but mu,d,e held fixed? Since ya ∝ 1/v, this corresponds to a special slice through
the 4d parameter space. Clearly, the correct analysis is to study helium production in the
landscape of (2.2), and this is the core of the paper and is presented in section 4. Never-
theless, figure 2 provides a very simple approximation to how the weak scale may result
from environmental selection at the helium boundary. The values of ma that dominate
the distribution (2.2) may be such that the corresponding values of Y4(ma, v) are not far
from Y4(ma0, v), where ma0 are our observed values of the masses. In this case one can
integrate (2.2) over ma, ignoring the variation in Y4, obtaining
dP = fv(v)nBBN(v) d ln v with fv(v) =
[∫
O
f(ma/v, v) d lnma
]
. (2.3)
It is in this sense that figure 2 is to be understood: fv is an effective distribution for v, and
may be much milder than the quadratic behavior f(ya, v) ∝ v2 expected from fine-tuning.
Hence the probability force Fv = ∂ ln fv/∂ ln v, which must be positive at v = v0 explaining
why the red dot in figure 2 is close to the helium boundary, may be less than 2.
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In the next section we study the nuclear boundaries without regard to BBN. Since the
nuclear boundaries depend on ma but not v the relevant distribution is
dP = fm(ma)nnuc(ma) d lnma, (2.4)
where the effective distribution fm(ma) results from integrating (2.2) over v. When me is
held fixed, our universe lies very close to the tip of the cone formed by the nuclear bound-
aries, as shown by the red dot in figure 1, providing evidence that yu,d do scan and implying
that fm(mu,d) increases with mu so that our universe is typical in the multiverse. In this
case the integral over mu,d in (2.2) will be dominated by the part of the observer region
near the tip of the cone, suggesting that figure 2 does indeed provide a good understanding
of the environmental selection of v. In section 3 we detail the analysis that yields figure 1
and we extend the analysis to include scanning of the electron mass.
The helium boundary shown in figure 2 corresponds to a slice through parameter space.
While we have argued above that it may be a reasonable approximation after integrating
over the nuclear boundaries, a critical question is the shape of the helium boundary surface
in the 4d space of (ma, v). Hence, in section 4 we study BBN with (ma, v) scanning, so
that the relevant distribution is (2.2). We restrict our attention to the case that the weak
interaction freezeout occurs after the QCD phase transition. In particular, we compute
Y4(ma, v) to determine the sensitivity of helium production on ma in the observer region
of the nuclear boundaries. For the picture of the helium boundary of figure 2 to survive,
it is important that there are no values of ma in the nuclear observer window that allow
substantial hydrogen to survive as v is made very large. All other parameters that affect
BBN are held fixed in section 4, in particular Mpl/ΛQCD and the baryon asymmetry η, and
we assume that decays of quarks and leptons of the second and third generations do not
affect BBN.
The assumption of fixed Mpl/ΛQCD is non-trivial since changes in the masses of the
heavy quarks, induced by scanning v, affect the running of the strong coupling and hence
Mpl/ΛQCD, if αs(Mpl) is fixed. Of course, if αs(Mpl) is fixed the ratio Mpl/ΛQCD also
becomes sensitive to the masses of any colored particles in the UV completion of the SM.
In section 4 we avoid these sensitivities by assuming that other environmental constraints
select Mpl/ΛQCD to be close to our observed value. This is certainly reasonable since many
such constraints have been studied [13]. The effect of heavy quark thresholds on Mpl/ΛQCD
is computed in the appendix, together with the size of the corresponding variation in
αs(Mpl) that keeps Mpl/ΛQCD fixed.
In multiverse physics, as more parameters are allowed to scan runaway behavior typi-
cally results, unless further constraints are imposed. In section 5, we scan η,Mpl and find
that BBN is no exception. Reducing η or Mpl allows the reaction np → dγ to freeze-out
before all the nucleons are burnt to heavier nuclei, while increasing Mpl changes the con-
dition for neutron-proton freeze out, allowing v to increase as in (1.1). We briefly discuss
physics that could prevent these runaways.
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Figure 3. Anthropic requirements in the (mu,md) plane for the stability of complex nuclei
(upper, green) and hydrogen (lower, purple) for several values of the electron mass. The shading
corresponds to the excluded regions for me = m
0
e. For other values of me/m
0
e, the allowed region
in (mu,md) is the wedge between like-numbered green and purple contours. For me & 15m0e, there
are no values of the up and down quark masses satisfying the anthropic requirements.
3 The nuclear boundaries and mu,d,e
The quarks and charged leptons have masses that vary over about six orders of magnitude.
These masses are hierarchical, and while the quark mixing angles are small, those of the
lepton sector are much larger. The origin of these masses is not clear and could, for
example, result from a combination of symmetry and statistics. Here we stress that if the
origin is entirely from symmetry, then it is surprising that (mu,md,me) lie so close to the
boundaries at which complex nuclei and hydrogen are unstable, as shown in figures 1, 3,
and 4. Figure 3 shows these boundaries in the (mu,md) plane with contours for various
values of me allowing a visualization of the whole 3d space. Figure 4 shows the boundaries
in other 2d slices: the (mu,me) plane at md = m
0
d and the (md,me) plane at mu = m
0
u. In
all cases it is clear that our universe is strikingly close to the boundaries; md is virtually
determined by the boundaries, whereas me and mu are near their maximum allowed values,
but could have been smaller.
It is most convenient to rotate axes and consider our location with respect to these
nuclear boundaries in terms of md±mu. As the up-down mass splitting is taken small, the
neutron-proton mass difference decreases approximately linearly,
mn −mp ≈ δiso (md −mu)
(md −mu)0
+ δEM. (3.1)
We take the isospin-violating contribution to the neutron-proton mass difference from the
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Figure 4. Anthropic requirements for the stability of complex nuclei (green) and hydrogen
(purple) in the (mu,me) plane at md = m
0
d (left) and in the (md,me) plane at mu = m
0
u (right).
lattice [14], δiso = 2.39 ± 0.21 MeV; the electromagnetic contribution is then determined
by the measured value of mn−mp ≈ 1.293 MeV. Once the neutron-proton mass difference
drops below the electron mass, hydrogen becomes unstable to electron capture by the
proton. This is the purple-shaded region in figures 1, 3, and 4, with light purple denoting
the 1σ excluded region.
In the orthogonal direction, the square of the pion mass increases linearly with the
sum of the up and down masses, decreasing nuclear binding energies. If the binding energy
per nucleon, B/A, is sufficiently small,
|B/A| < mn −mp −me, (3.2)
then neutrons bound in the nucleus will decay [2]. We take the pion mass dependence
of nuclear binding energies from [4], but it should be noted that our boundary, (3.2), is
parametrically stronger than the one used in that paper (the complete absence of heavy
nuclear bound states, B/A > 0). The green-shaded region in figures 1, 3, and 4 corresponds
to the limit from stability of 16O, but the location of the boundary is roughly independent
of atomic number. We show the 1σ uncertainty shaded in light green in figures 1, 3, and 4,
in which the dominant error arises from the extrapolation of nuclear binding energies away
from the SM value of the pion mass [4].
Consider the variation of mu,d arising from holding yu,d fixed and varying v. This
direction is shown as a dashed line in the right panel of figure 1. Increasing the quark
masses by
(
26±96
)
% (at 1σ uncertainty) results in unstable complex nuclei, as described
above. Our proximity to this boundary was the original motivation for anthropic solutions
to the hierarchy problem [2]. However, taking the perspective that, a priori, we might
have lived at any point in the allowed region, then all parallel lines should be equally likely.
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While the multiverse force toward large v would explain our proximity to the green region,
it is surprising that we should be so close to the tip of the cone. Furthermore, the electron
mass is within a factor of ∼ 2.5 of the tip in the 3d space of mu,d,e. Our universe could
have been orders of magnitude away from this tip in both mu and me, while still being
close to the complex nuclei boundary. Thus our position in the 3d space of mu,d,e cannot
be explained by a multiverse force to large v alone.
In an ensemble of the SM with quark masses varying, as detailed in [15], if the dis-
tributions are flat in the plane of the left panel of figure 1, then the probability of finding
quarks as close to both atomic boundaries as observed is about 10−3. However, some of the
pattern of quark masses might result from symmetries, and in ensembles of popular models
of flavor this probability can be higher [15]. Even so, it is remarkable that the observed
values of mu,d,e lie so close to the tip of a 3d cone formed by just the two boundaries of
hydrogen and complex nuclei stability. Moderate power law distributions favoring large
values of mu and me appear to provide the most successful predictions known for the first
generation masses.
Although we have considered here only bounds arising from the stability of hydrogen
and complex nuclei, there may additionally be others which are relevant in the quark
mass plane. For example, the triple-α rate, and thence the abundance of 12C is a sensitive
function of the quark masses (see, e.g., [16–21]). While we neglect to include this boundary,
on account of the inherent uncertainties in both the triple-α rate itself as well as the
location of the anthropic boundary, its existence serves only to strengthen the argument
that additional scanning parameters are needed in order to explain our location in the quark
mass plane. Indeed, should we find ourselves particularly near to a boundary from 12C, that
would perhaps indicate the necessity of scanning parameters beyond even (mu,md,me, v).
4 BBN with freezeout below the QCD scale
We now consider the primordial abundance of helium in the full four-dimensional space
(mu,d,e, v), with v/v0 < 10
2, subject to the nuclear boundaries described in the previous
section. We will see that the qualitative behavior shown in figure 2, an exponential increase
in the mass fraction of helium as v is raised, holds throughout the space of allowed particle
masses, although the quantitative details will be affected. Crucially, requiring that hydro-
gen make up at least 10% of the mass fraction of the universe will bound v to within an
O (10) factor of its present value, whenever mu,d,e are such that we have stable hydrogen
and heavy nuclei.
Almost every neutron that is sufficiently long-lived will become bound up in 4He. Thus
the most important factor in determining the ultimate abundance of helium is the initial
neutron fraction. At high temperatures, both neutrons and protons are in equilibrium.
However, the reaction that interconverts protons and neutrons freezes out at a temperature
Tfo ≈ (0.9 MeV)
(
v
v0
)4/3(Mpl,0
Mpl
)1/3
, (4.1)
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Figure 5. The thermal history of proton, neutron, deuterium, and helium mass fractions. The
left panel shows BBN in the Standard Model, while the right shows the effect of raising v to 10 v0.
All other relevant parameters, such as mu,d,e, are fixed to their SM values.
valid whenever Tfo  me,mn−mp.2 Below this temperature, the ratio of neutron to proton
abundances is given by
n
p
≈ e−(mn−mp)/Tfo e−Γnt, (4.2)
in which Γn is the neutron width, and we have neglected neutrino degeneracy effects. For
me  mn −mp,
Γn ≈ 1
880s
(
v
v0
)4((mn −mp)0
mn −mp
)5
. (4.3)
Electromagnetic corrections and finite electron mass effects [22] are included in the figures.
Due to the large entropy-per-baryon in the early universe, deuterium is efficiently photo-
dissociated until the temperature drops such that the fraction of photons with sufficient
energy to destroy deuterium is of order the baryon-to-photon ratio. This marks the end of
the deuterium bottleneck, at a temperature eBd/Td ∼ η. At this temperature, roughly all
remaining neutrons are processed into 4He, leading to a helium mass fraction
Y4 ≈ 2(n/p)
1 + (n/p)
, (4.4)
with (n/p) evaluated at the end of the deuterium bottleneck.
The left panel of figure 5 shows the thermal history of a few relevant elemental abun-
dances in our universe, illustrating the effects described in the preceding paragraph. As
described in the introduction, the initial neutron-to-proton ratio is approximately 1/6 due
to an apparent coincidence among v,Mpl, and mn−mp. Neutron decays before the end of
the deuterium bottleneck at Td ∼ 0.1 MeV give (n/p) ≈ 1/7 and thus Y4 ≈ 0.25. The right
panel shows the effect of raising v by an order of magnitude, while holding the light quark
and lepton masses fixed. Because v is large, the freeze-out temperature of neutron-proton
interconversion is above 10 MeV, and so (n/p) does not evolve with temperature before the
end of the deuterium bottleneck. Thus, the relative abundance of neutrons is much higher
2For the figures, we compute the freeze-out temperature numerically in order to capture the finite-mass
effects.
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on the right than on the left, leading to the increased yield of helium, as shown in figure 2 in
the introduction. Furthermore, the neutron lifetime is much longer on the right-hand side
of the figure, resulting in a finite abundance of neutrons down to very low temperatures. It
is interesting to note that the abundance of helium flattens off even though there are a few
remaining neutrons. This is due to the freeze-out of the deuterium production reaction,
after which point the neutrons can no longer be processed, leading to a finite mass fraction
of hydrogen at arbitrarily large v. For SM values of mu,md, and me, this asymptotic value
of Y4 is approximately 98%.
The abundances shown in figure 5 and throughout the paper were calculated using a
modified version of AlterBBN [23], a public BBN code. The quark mass dependence of
the neutron-proton mass splitting is taken from lattice results [14], as described in sec-
tion 3 for the nuclear boundaries, and is included in both the neutron lifetime and the
neutron-proton interconversion rate. The pion mass dependence of the deuterium binding
energy and scattering length is taken from [24], in which it is found that deuterium remains
bound throughout the region of interest. For the deuterium production cross-section, we
include only the leading order isovector magnetic exchange, as it is the dominant contri-
bution in the temperature range of interest [25]. The variation of other nuclear binding
energies and reaction rates has only a minor effect on the final helium abundance [24] and
is therefore neglected. Furthermore, we neglect the minor electron mass dependence of
the time-temperature relationship and its effect on the neutrino decoupling temperature,
having checked that they do not appreciably affect the results.
Figure 6 shows how the mass fraction of helium depends on v as a function of md +
mu (left) and md − mu (right). The sum of the quark masses is proportional to the
square of the pion mass, while the difference is linearly related to the proton-neutron
mass splitting (3.1). Once the pion mass becomes ∼ 10 − 18% larger than in the SM,
complex nuclei become unstable to beta decay, shown shaded in green in the figure. In
principle, decreasing the quark masses may cause the dineutron and diproton to become
bound, as the inter-nucleon forces are strengthened. However, theoretical errors on the
dinucleon scattering length are large [24, 26], so that it is as yet unclear whether this
occurs. Nevertheless, we expect our results to be largely unaffected by this possibility.
While the dineutron could in principle provide a mechanism for sequestering neutrons or
converting them into protons via decays to deuterium, it seems likely that there should not
be an appreciable dineutron abundance during BBN. Until a temperature Tnn ∼ Bnn log η,
where Bnn is the putative dineutron binding energy, the dineutron abundance should be
highly suppressed by photodissociations, in exact analogy with the deuterium bottleneck.
BBN proceeds quickly after the end of the deuterium bottleneck, so that, as long as the
dineutron binding energy is not too close to that of deuterium, the dineutron abundance
will remain negligible throughout BBN. By the time dineutrons can form without becoming
immediately photodissociated, nearly all of the available neutrons will have become bound
up in helium.
Conversely, diprotons present an additional channel for producing helium, converting
protons to neutrons via decays to deuterium and thereby potentially increasing the 2H
abundance (and thence Y4) relative to BBN in the Standard Model [27]. However, other
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Figure 6. The helium mass fraction as a function of v and the quark masses, fixing the electron
mass to its SM value. The blue shaded region has a helium mass fraction greater than 90%. In the
left panel md −mu (and therefore the neutron-proton mass splitting) is held fixed, while md +mu
(and hence the pion mass) is held fixed on the right. The nuclear boundaries corresponding to
instability of complex nuclei and hydrogen are shown in green and purple in the left and right
panels, respectively, with translucent shading corresponding to 1σ uncertainties. The calculation of
the deuterium binding energy and scattering length in [24] cuts off at the dashed gray line. Below
this point, we linearly extrapolate their results. We shade in gray the region with mu < 0, since we
take mu to be positive. The red dot and contour correspond to SM parameter values and helium
mass fraction, respectively.
estimates [28] suggest that photodissociation of diprotons is important until after dipro-
ton production freezes out, resulting in a negligible diproton abundance during BBN. In
either case, the existence of the diproton bound state is unlikely to qualitatively affect our
conclusions, since it will not deplete the mass fraction of helium formed during BBN. The
curves shown in figures 6–8 may then be considered a lower bound on the amount of helium
production.
Within the allowed region, the helium fraction depends only weakly on the pion mass.
By virtue of the initial (n/p) ratio, Y4 increases rapidly with v until it begins to saturate
due to the freeze-out of np→ dγ. The value of Y4 at this point depends on reaction rate,
and therefore on the pion mass. Increasing the pion mass causes the reaction to freeze out
earlier, reducing the asymptotic yield of helium at large v. So long as the anthropic bound
on the mass fraction of helium is below about 95%, however, our results are independent
of this effect.
Fixing the value of the pion mass to its value in the Standard Model, Y4 depends on
the difference between the light quark masses through two major effects. For small values
of the mass difference, the dominant effect is once again the initial (n/p) ratio. Since the
freeze-out temperature for neutron-proton interconversion scales like Tfo ∼ v4/3, contours
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Figure 7. Contours of v relative to its SM value in the (mu,md) plane corresponding to Y4 = 0.9.
Here the electron mass is fixed to its value in the Standard Model. Colored regions (and the dashed
gray contour) are identical to those in figure 6. The red dot shows the SM values of (mu,md); at
this point the universe becomes dominated by helium when v is raised by a factor of approximately
5. Throughout the region allowed by the nuclear boundaries, v cannot be raised to more than
(15− 20) v0 before the universe becomes dominated by helium.
of constant Y4 correspond to contours of v ∼ (mn −mp)3/4. At larger values of md −mu,
however, the phase-space suppression of neutron decay is quickly alleviated, and neutrons
become short-lived relative to the end of the deuterium bottleneck. In order to raise the
lifetime, thereby ensuring a large enough supply of neutrons to create 4He, v must again
be increased along contours of constant Y4.
Fixing to a particular value of Y4, we can view the entire (mu,md, v) space at fixed
electron mass. Since we do not know the absolute location of the anthropic boundary in
Y4, we (arbitrarily) fix the helium mass fraction to 90%. Figure 7 shows contours of v
corresponding to Y4 = 0.9 in the (mu,md) plane, with me fixed to its SM value. Once
again, hydrogen instability is shaded in purple and complex nuclei become unstable to
neutron decay in the green shaded region at large mpi. At the red dot, corresponding to
the SM values of mu and md, the helium mass fraction reaches 0.9 when v is raised to
approximately 5 v0. The contours of v increase in the direction of increasing md−mu, and
therefore mn − mp, due to the neutron lifetime and the initial (n/p) ratio, as described
in the previous figure. This increase is cut off by the region where complex nuclei are
unstable, so that v remains bounded in the full (mu,md) plane.
The situation remains quite similar under variation of the electron mass. Figure 8
shows the same contours of Y4 = 0.9 as in figure 7, but with me fixed to larger values.
Due to the dependence of the nuclear boundaries on the electron mass, larger values of
both the pion mass and md −mu become allowed as the electron mass is increased. The
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Figure 8. As figure 7, but with me fixed to 5 (10) times its SM value in the left (right) panel. Even
at large values of the electron mass, v remains bounded by the requirement that Y4 not exceed 90%.
larger pion mass is responsible for the curvature of the v contours. As shown in figure 6, Y4
begins to become independent of v as it reaches its asymptotic value. This value decreases
as the pion mass is increased. In the orthogonal direction, the effect of the increased
neutron-proton mass splitting on the neutron lifetime is mitigated by the larger electron
mass, so that significantly larger values of v are not necessary to maintain Y4 = 0.9.
Furthermore, as the electron mass is taken above me & v4/3M−1/3pl , electrons become non-
relativistic at temperatures relevant for the freeze-out of neutron-proton interconversion.
The interconversion rate is proportional to electron number density and so will freeze out
at Tfo ∼ me. Thus, as the electron mass is raised, the helium mass fraction is increased at
fixed v. The end result is that requiring the existence of stable hydrogen, complex nuclei,
and a helium mass fraction below 90% bounds the electroweak VEV to within a factor of
about 20 above its Standard Model value.
5 Scanning η and Mpl
In the previous section, we showed that our universe lives within a finite volume in the
(v, yu, yd, ye) space, bounded by the helium wall and the nuclear physics boundaries. As a
next step, it is interesting to ask if this result is robust to varying even more parameters.
The BBN helium abundance depends on both the baryon to photon number density, η,
and the Planck scale, Mpl and in this section we study whether varying these parameters
allows v to runaway to large values while preserving a significant hydrogen fraction. For
v/v0 larger than about 100, freezeout occurs before the QCD phase transition leading to
a new regime for the calculation of Y4, as shown in figure 2 and discussed in detail in
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Figure 9. The helium mass fraction, Y4, is shown in the (v, η) plane to the left and the (v,Mpl)
plane to the right, fixing other parameters relevant for BBN, such as mu,d,e, to their SM values.
We see that there are possible runaways to large v, keeping Y4 small, when η is decreased below the
observed value, or when Mpl is increased or decreased. For v/v0 larger than about 100, freezeout
occurs before the QCD phase transition leading to a new regime for the calculation of Y4, as
discussed in section 6.
section 6. In this section we consider the possibility of runaway of v to values of order
100 v0. We assume mu,d,e are selected by the nuclear physics boundaries as in section 3
to values close to those we observe and hence, for simplicity, we take them fixed at the
observed values.
It is not surprising that varying more parameters leads to runaway directions, because
generically a new dangerous wall is required each time the dimensionality of the parameter
space is increased by 1, in order to contain a finite volume. The existence of runaway
directions indicates that new walls must be identified, and/or the prior distributions of the
parameters must disfavor the runaway directions (trivially, some variables may not scan
in the multiverse). Below, we give preliminary remarks about how extra walls or prior
distributions may stop the runaways we identify.
We now allow η and Mpl to vary, and we determine the impact that these parameters
have on BBN. We begin by considering varying the baryon to photon ratio, η. The left
of figure 9 shows contours of the helium mass fraction, Y4, as a function of v and η. We
see that lowering η reduces Y4, and if η is lowered by more than two orders of magnitude
below the observed value, then v can be significantly increased while maintaining Y4 ≤ Y 04 .
The reason that Y4 is reduced and becomes insensitive to v at lower η is that lowering
the baryon density causes deuterium production, p+n→ d+ γ to become slower than the
expansion rate of the universe. In order to process neutrons into helium, deuterium pro-
duction must be faster than the expansion rate below the temperature that the deuterium
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blockade ends, Td.
3 Otherwise, even if v →∞ and the initial n and p number densities are
equal, the neutrons and protons never find each other to get processed into helium before
the neutrons eventually decay to protons. Helium is not produced when:
nb 〈σd v〉 . H|T=Td , (5.1)
which occurs for η less than a critical value, ηc, given by:
ηc =
H
nγ 〈σdv〉 ≈ 12.5
1
Mpl Td 〈σdv〉 ≈ 2× 10
−12 ≈ 3× 10−3 η0, (5.2)
where we used that 〈σd v〉 ≈ 6 × 10−9 MeV2 [25]. The runaway behavior on the left of
figure 9 follows from the fact that the observed value of η happens to be within a few orders
of magnitude of this critical value. The proximity of η0 and ηc seems to be a coincidence.
4
Now we consider the impact on BBN of varying Mpl (see ref. [13] for an earlier analysis
and other possible effects of varying Mpl). We often think of Mpl as being fixed, but among
the three dimensional parameters v,Mpl,ΛQCD we can always choose one parameter to be
fixed and use it to set the units of the other two parameters. It is helpful to think of
our BBN analysis as occurring at fixed ΛQCD with v and Mpl defined in units of ΛQCD,
in which case varying Mpl corresponds to varying the ratio Mpl/ΛQCD. See appendix A
for other parameterizations and for the effect of heavy quark mass thresholds on the ratio
Mpl/ΛQCD.
The impact of varying Mpl on the helium mass fraction is shown to the right of figure 9.
We can see two possible runaway directions to large v. First, if Mpl is lowered by two or
more orders of magnitude, then v can be significantly raised keeping the helium abundance
lower than the observed value. Second, v can be taken large by raising Mpl, although to
keep Y4 fixed requires Mpl to increase very rapidly as v
4. The runaway at low values of
Mpl follows from deuterium production going out of equilibrium, similarly to the above
discussion on lowering η. As Mpl is lowered, the Hubble expansion speeds up, causing
deuterium production to go out of equilibrium (Mpl enters through the relation H ∼
T 2/Mpl in the right side of eq. (5.1)). The runaway at large values of Mpl corresponds
to a lowering of the temperature where n ↔ p interconversions go out of equilibrium, as
can be seen by the Mpl dependence of eq. (4.1), depleting the neutron number density and
preserving hydrogen.
The above analysis shows that once η and/or Mpl are varied from their observed
values, BBN alone no longer restricts the weak scale to a value near what we observe. One
possibility that prevents this runaway behavior is that η and Mpl either do not scan or
have prior distributions sufficiently peaked to prevent runaways. Another possibility, that
we now consider, is that there are other dangerous walls, beyond the BBN and nuclear
3Note that the value of Td is only logarithmically sensitive to the value of η.
4It would be possible to simultaneously explain eq. (1.1) and why η0 & ηc if too much hydrogen is a
dangerous wall, however this seems difficult to justify. A possible reason that primordial helium may be
important is the fact that collisional excitation of ionized helium dominates the cooling of galaxies close to
the size of our galaxy [29]. However helium cooling dominates for a narrow range of galactic masses and
even there, removing helium only slows the cooling rate by an order one factor.
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Figure 10. The helium mass fraction, Y4, versus v, η, and Mpl, as in figure 9, except also including
the boundary from disk fragmentation. Dark matter is assumed to be a WIMP with energy density
that scales as Ωdm ∼ v2. In the orange region, baryonic disks fail to fragment into stars for galaxies
the size of our galaxy M = 1012m. We see that the disk fragmentation boundary blocks the
runaways to large v at small η and at large Mpl. Note that when varying Mpl we are using units
where ΛQCD is fixed; the physically relevant quantity is Mpl/ΛQCD.
boundaries discussed so far in this paper, that depend on η and/or Mpl and block the
runaway behavior.
Suppose, for example, that dark matter is a WIMP with annihilation rate that is
related to the weak scale, such that the energy density of dark matter increases with the
weak scale,
σd =
αd
4piv2
ρd =
(
v
v0
)2(Mpl
M0pl
)−1
ρ0d, (5.3)
where αd is a coupling constant defined through the above relation, that is assumed not to
scan, and ρd is the observed energy density of dark matter, which depends on an inverse
power of Mpl because the yield at freeze out is proportional to the Hubble expansion rate.
If the DM energy density becomes too large, relative to the baryon energy density, then
baryonic discs within galaxies may not fragment to form stars. Ref. [8] finds this constraint
to be,
ρb
ρ0b
> 0.014
Mpl
M0pl
(
ρb + ρd
ρ0b + ρ
0
d
)1/3
. (5.4)
eq. (5.4) depends on Mpl explicitly, on v and Mpl through ρd as in eq. (5.3), and on η
through the relation ρb = ρ
0
b η/η0.
We show the location of this disk fragmentation boundary on figure 10, assuming
WIMP dark matter, as in the above discussion. We see that this boundary blocks the
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runaway to large v at small η and at large Mpl. There remains a runaway to large values of
v at small Mpl. This leads to a new regime of high Tfo discussed in the next section. Note
that the location of the disk fragmentation boundary depends on the size of the galaxy
under consideration and on the size of the initial density perturbations [8, 30]. Eq. 5.4 and
figure 10 fix the galactic mass to the size of our Galaxy, M = 1012M, and the size of the
initial density perturbations to the observed size in our universe.
Disk fragmentation is just one possible physical effect that could prevent runaways
with η and Mpl. There are many other possibilities; for example, the lifetime of main
sequence stars is very sensitive to Mpl, and increasing the energy density of WIMP dark
matter while decreasing η leads to a dilution of observers [31]. For increases of v by of order
102 or more, the relevant weak interaction freezes out before the QCD phase transition, so
a new regime for computing Y4 is entered and we discuss this regime in the next section.
6 BBN with freezeout above the QCD scale
In our universe weak interaction freezeout occurs during the hadronic phase, at a temper-
ature near 1 MeV, so the relevant reaction for determining the n/p ratio and hence the
helium abundance is nν ↔ pe. However, at very large values of v freezeout occurs in
the quark-gluon phase, so that the relevant interactions include dν ↔ ue and in this case
we find
Tfo ' 2 GeV
(
v/v0
300
)4/3
. (6.1)
The QCD phase transition is not first order, rather it occurs via a smooth “analytic
crossover”, with a critical temperature of around TQCD ∼ 150 MeV [32]. Thus we expect
the usual analysis in the hadronic phase to be accurate for v/v0 < 30, and the analysis
given below in the quark-gluon phase to be accurate for v/v0 > 100. For 30 < v/v0 < 100
freezeout occurs as the phase transition proceeds, and we are unable to make a reliable
computation. These regions are illustrated in figure 2.
For freezeout in the quark-gluon phase, the n/p ratio depends on the u/d ratio at
freezeout, x, and is independent of mn −mp, or even md −mu. Rather n/p is determined
by the baryon and lepton number asymmetries via x = x(ηB, ηe,µ,τ ), which can be computed
from the conditions of chemical equilibrium for any spectrum of quarks and leptons. The
baryon content of the universe falls into three classes according to the value of x:
n
p
=

0, x > 2, x < −1 : (p, pi+) “hydrogen”
2−x
2x−1 , 1/2 < x < 2 : (n, p) “H/He or n/He”
∞, −1 < x < 1/2 : (n, pi−) “neutron”
(6.2)
While we require ηB to be positive, x may have either sign. When x is negative there are
more antiquarks than quarks in either the up or the down sector.
Universes with n/p = 0 have no BBN and are “hydrogen universes”. The absence of
primordial helium causes some changes from our own universe, for example in halo cooling,
but hydrogen universes are similar to our own and and are expected to have similar numbers
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of observers. The universes with 1 < x < 2 are similar to our own, in the sense that BBN
leads to most baryons being in hydrogen/helium. On the other hand, universes with
1/2 < x < 1 have n/p > 1, so that after BBN the baryons are mainly in neutrons/helium.
The “neutron universes” result from −1 < x < 1/2. There is a narrow region around x = 1
where the n/p ratio is sufficiently close to unity that helium dominated universes result,
and we have argued that the number of observers in these universes is greatly suppressed.
Do the neutron universes and the neutron/helium universes contain observers? The
neutron lifetime is of order
τn ∼ 1011 sec
(
v/v0
102
)4
(6.3)
so that if weak interactions freeze out before the QCD phase transitions neutrons are
very long-lived, decaying cosmologically at or after the eV era. Values of v/v0 > 10
4 are
likely catastrophic as they give τn greater than the observed age of the universe; neutron
and neutron/helium universes will not contain any hydrogen at age 1010 years, and we
assume there is an anthropic cost from the cosmological constant for waiting longer for the
neutrons to decay. Furthermore, universes with 103 < v/v0 < 10
4 have neutrons decaying
after the epoch of population III star formation in our universe, and hence are expected
to have less heavy elements compared to our universe. We do not attempt to estimate the
anthropic cost of this. Finally, universes with 102 < v/v0 < 10
3, so that Tfo is not far above
ΛQCD, appear likely to contain observers. Neutrons decay before any star formation; the
resulting electrons are rapidly thermalized by inverse compton scattering from the photon
background, then the protons cool from interactions with the electrons and hydrogen forms,
all at rates faster than the expansion rate at the era of neutron decay.
The u/d ratio at freezeout, x, depends on the spectrum of quarks and leptons. A
particularly simple and plausible case has the masses of all quarks and leptons, except
for u, d, e, νi, larger than Tfo so that only these species are in the thermal bath at the
freezeout era. The µ and τ lepton asymmetries are carried by νµ and ντ and play no role in
determining x. The electron asymmetry ηe is carried by (e, νe) and the baryon asymmetry
by (u, d). Applying the conditions of chemical equilibria and electric charge neutrality
yields
x =
4ηB + 2ηe
7ηB − 2ηe . (6.4)
For example, the neutron universe of eq. (6.2) results for a very large region of parameter
space
ηe/ηB < −1/6 : (n, pi−). (6.5)
Since we take ηB positive, this is almost the entire region with ηe negative.
In the case that the cosmological asymmetries are produced well above the weak scale,
electroweak sphaleron processes set the B + L asymmetry to zero. Nevertheless, ηe and
ηB remain as independent asymmetries. However, after the early generation of the asym-
metries, if there is some era when both Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) and electroweak
sphaleron processes are in thermal equilibrium, then there is a single independent asym-
metry associated with the conserved B−L symmetry. In this case ηe/ηB takes the special
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Figure 11. Constraints from the helium abundance and the neutron lifetime in the (v/v0, ηe/ηB)
plane. The blue shading shows regions with more than (75, 90)% of baryons in helium. For v/v0 < 30
the helium abundance depends on v but not ηe/ηB , because weak interaction freezeout occurs in
the hadronic phase. The gray shaded region has 30 < v/v0 < 10
2; the QCD phase transition is
occurring during the era of weak interaction freezeout, so calculations of n/p and Y4 are unreliable.
For v/v0 > 100 weak interaction freezeout occurs in the hadronic phase and the helium abundance
becomes independent of v and is large only in a narrow window of ηe/ηB . The neutron lifetime
increases rapidly at large v and leads to a suppression of observers in the red shaded regions, as
described in the text. If there is an era when electroweak sphalerons and lepton flavor violation
are both in thermal equilibrium, or if a pure baryon asymmetry is processed by sphalerons, then
ηe/ηB = −17/28, as shown by the dashed horizontal line.
value (
ηe
ηB
)
LFV
= −17
28
(6.6)
which is less than −1/6, so the neutron universe necessarily results. The same result follows
from generation of a pure baryon asymmetry followed by electroweak sphalerons removing
the B + L component leaving a pure B − L component.
Bounds on these theories, where heavy flavors of quarks and leptons decouple and are
irrelevant, are shown in figure 11. The region with helium domination is shown in blue;
at v/v0 < 30 this is independent of ηe/ηB, while at v/v0 > 10
2 it is independent of v
and helium dominates only in a very narrow band of ηe/ηB near 3/4. In the grey shaded
region, with 30 < v/v0 < 10
2, the QCD phase transition is occurring during the era of
weak interaction freezeout, so calculations of n/p are unreliable. The unshaded regions are
anthropically allowed, although in the upper right region there are large numbers of pi+ that
decay very late at large v. In the lower right regions, with v/v0 > 10
2 and ηe/ηB < 3/4, the
universe contains long-lived neutrons with protons only arising from late neutron decays.
In the dark red region the neutron lifetime is larger than the age of our universe, so that
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we expect observers to be rare. In the light red region neutrons decay after the era of
population III star formation in our universe, so heavy elements are suppressed. In the
unshaded region with 102 < v/v0 < 10
3 and ηe/ηB < 3/4 we expect observers, even though
protons first appear at or after the eV era.
At sufficiently large values of v the cosmological helium abundance is independent of v
and, except for a narrow range of x, there is no anthropic helium constraint on v. This does
not invalidate the main claim of this paper: the observed value of the weak scale has an
anthropic explanation resulting from the rapid dominance of helium as v increases above
v0, as illustrated by the red dot of figure 2 lying on the steep part of the helium abundance
curve. The parameters of our universe lie very close to this helium boundary, but are quite
distant from regions of the landscape where the helium abundance is determined in the
quark-gluon phase by (ηB, ηe,µ,τ ).
Nevertheless, our understanding of v from the nearby helium boundary does require
that observers such as ourselves are more probable in the multiverse than observers in uni-
verses with freezeout occurring during the quark-gluon phase, even though such universes
have much larger values of v. This requirement can be satisfied in two ways:
1. To explain our proximity to the nearby helium boundary the effective probability
distribution of eq. (2.3) must have a positive gradient at v ∼ v0, so that the probability
force in this region is positive Fv > 0. However, if Fv < 0 for v > 10
2 v0, universes
having helium determined by cosmological asymmetries may be less probable than
our own. This change of sign in F may arise from selection effects rather than from
the a priori distribution. In regions of v where the weak scale is fine-tuned, fv(v)
contains a factor v2 from the fine-tuning required for electroweak symmetry breaking.
If new physics, such as supersymmetry, cuts off the fine-tuning at scale m between v0
and 102 v0, then Fv decreases by 2 at m, and this may be sufficient to change the sign
of Fv. This mechanism implies that the new physics which cuts off the fine-tuning is
not far above v0 — a Little Hierarchy is required, not a Large Hierarchy.
2. The weak scale may affect the environment for observers by changing the physics of
stars, for example via the pp reaction in main sequence stars, and by changing the
strength of shock waves in supernova explosions that eject heavy elements. It may
be that these have a mild effect on observer selection in the region v ∼ v0, where the
selection effects from helium dominate, but greatly suppress observers at large values
of v where the helium abundance is independent of the weak scale.
The first possibility predicts new physics well below 10 TeV that cuts off fine-tuning in
v and is very exciting for the LHC and future high energy colliders. The second requires
exploration of varying the Fermi coupling in stellar and supernova physics, in particular
one would need to show that decreasing the Fermi coupling by four or more orders of
magnitude is catastrophic.
There may be other ways to make the large v universes less probable, but these seem
less likely to us. The baryon and lepton asymmetries of the universe may themselves scan,
so that for v > 102 v0 the n/p ratio scans as in eqs. (6.2). The resulting distributions for
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n/p may make observers with v > 102 v0 far less common than those with v ∼ v0, even
if Fv is positive. For example, it may be that the probability distributions for (ηB, ηLi)
strongly favor −1 < x < 1/2 so that, for v > 102 v0, BBN results in pure neutron universes.
For v > 104 v0, neutrons are cosmologically stable, so no observers form. For 10
2 < v/v0 <
104 one must study the formation of structure with very long-lived neutrons to assess
the likelihood of observers. Although such universes are clearly very different from ours,
for 102 < v/v0 < 10
3 neutrons decay sufficiently early, and the resulting electrons and
protons cool sufficiently rapidly, that large scale structure and star formation appear to
form in a very similar way to our universe. Another possibility is that distributions for the
asymmetries strongly prefer x near unity, so the helium abundance again becomes large.
To summarize: at v/v0 > 10
2 weak interactions freeze out before the QCD phase tran-
sition leading to a helium abundance that depends on cosmic asymmetries. The observed
weak scale can be understood from the anthropic cost of helium domination provided such
large v universes are less probable than our own. This can result if new physics below
10 TeV cuts off the fine-tuning in v or if other environmental effects dominate at large v.
7 Scanning heavy flavor Yukawa couplings
In our universe, as the temperature drops below the mass of a heavy generation fermion,
they rapidly decay and become cosmologically irrelevant. However, since we scan Yukawa
couplings of the first generation we should also consider scanning the Yukawa couplings
of the heavy generations. At low values of these Yukawa couplings could heavy flavors
affect the helium abundance? At v/v0 > 10
2, when the u/d ratio is set before the QCD
phase transition, this could occur both by heavy flavor contributions to the conditions
for chemical equilibria that determine u/d and by late decays of the heavy state affecting
either u/d, n/p or the helium abundance. However, we ignore universes with very large
v/v0 since we have argued in the previous section that they must be less probable than our
own for our understanding of the weak scale. We discuss the relevant case of v/v0 < 10
2.
The cosmic asymmetry in a heavy flavor allows a component that is unable to annihilate
as the temperature drops below its mass. If this component decays late, there are several
ways it could affect the helium abundance. Decays after 100s could lead to decay products
which dissociate helium producing protons. For the case of a muon, we find that the
resulting electromagnetic shower only leads to significant dissociation at values of v/v0 
102 (unless ηµ  ηB, which we would not expect). Another possibility is that the heavy
flavor decays produce charged pions between 1s and 100s and the reaction pi+n→ pi0p (or
pi−p → pi0n), so that a universe which would have had n/p very close to unity ends up
not being helium dominated. For the muon we find that there is a very small region of
parameter space where this could happen at 10 < v/v0 < 10
2 and yµ/yµ0 ∼ 10−2. We
assume that this large reduction in the muon Yukawa coupling makes such universes less
probable than our own.
Finally, it could be that heavy flavor decays directly produce protons, avoiding what
would otherwise be helium domination. This happens for a long-lived strange quark de-
caying via Λ(uds) → ppi−. Again we find that there is a very small region of parameter
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space where this could happen, at 10 < v/v0 < 10
2 and ys/ys0 ∼ 10−2, and assume such a
small strange quark Yukawa coupling makes such universes less probable than our own.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we explored BBN in our neighborhood of the multiverse and found
• The observed value of the weak scale lies within the critical regime where BBN
transitions from producing all hydrogen to almost all helium, as shown in figure 2.
An anthropic cost for processing hydrogen to helium determines the weak scale to
be v ∼ (mn − mp)3/4M1/4pl and no new physics is required to make the weak scale
natural.
• The evidence that the first generation masses mu,md,me are determined anthropi-
cally from the existence of heavy elements and hydrogen is shown in figures 1 and 3
and is significant.
• There is a finite volume in (v, yu, yd, ye) space where BBN does not produce too
much helium, and where hydrogen and complex nuclei are stable, as shown in fig-
ures 7 and 8. The observed values of these parameters is contained within, and lies
near the boundary of, this anthropically allowed volume. Therefore, the multiverse
with scanning weak scale and first generation Yukawas can explain the observed val-
ues of these parameters. This understanding of the weak scale and first generation
masses can be preserved even when the Yukawa couplings of the heavy generations
are allowed to scan.
We also examined large variations in the weak scale and found
• When more parameters are varied, the weak scale can runaway to large values while
maintaining primordial hydrogen. We identified such runaways when the baryon to
photon ratio or the Planck scale scan (figure 9), and also considered solutions to these
runaways.
• For v/v0 > 102 a new regime is entered where the helium abundance is determined by
cosmic asymmetries and is independent of the weak scale. We found that this does
not invalidate the above results. However, for them to be valid there must be some
other reason why universes with these very large values of v are disfavored. Most
exciting is the possibility that a Little Hierarchy, such as multi-TeV supersymmetry,
makes these universes less probable. Another possibility is that anthropic arguments
against such large values of v may follow from either stellar burning or supernova
explosions. Finally, constraints on cosmic asymmetries might necessarily imply that
v/v0 > 10
2 leads to pure neutron universes, and an example of how this can arise
was given.
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A Quark mass thresholds
In this appendix we discuss the implicit dependence of the QCD scale on the electroweak
VEV due to quark mass thresholds. Qualitatively, the physics can be described at one
loop, allowing an unambiguous determination of ΛQCD. As αs is run down from a high-
scale boundary condition, heavy quarks should be integrated out at their respective mass
scales. The effective theory below the scale of a heavy quark has a different QCD beta
function than the theory above that scale:
dαs
d logµ
=
(
11− 2
3
nf
)
α2s
2pi
+ . . . (A.1)
in which nf is the number of light quarks below the scale µ. At one loop, the beta function
can be integrated, enforcing continuity of αs at each quark mass threshold, and ΛQCD can
be defined as the scale at which the QCD coupling blows up. In the theory with three light
quarks at the scale ΛQCD, we have
ΛQCD ≈ µ7/9 (MtMbMc)2/27 e−
2pi
9αs(µ) , (A.2)
where Mt,b,c are the pole masses of the top, bottom, and charm quarks, respectively, and
µ is a scale large relative to the quark masses. Then the QCD scale is approximately
power-law dependent on v, with an exponent that depends on which Yukawa couplings are
assumed to be fixed.
The right-hand side of figure 12 shows the variation of ΛQCD with v, fixing the high-
scale value of αs to that of the SM. The three different curves correspond to different
assumptions about the heavy quark yukawas: for the blue curve, the top, bottom, and
charm masses scale linearly with v; for the red, the top and bottom masses scale, while the
charm mass is held fixed; and for the green, only the top mass scales, with the bottom and
charm masses fixed. In all cases, the three light quark masses are fixed to their values in
our universe. Here ΛQCD is defined in the theory with three light quarks at two loops in the
MS scheme, with one loop matching at the heavy quark thresholds. Because we have taken
ΛQCD to be fixed in the rest of the paper, we have shown the resulting variation in terms
of the ratio ΛQCD/Mpl. In terms of a fixed QCD scale, the quark mass thresholds have the
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Figure 12. The left panel shows the high-scale value of αs required to fix the ratio of ΛQCD/Mpl to
its SM value as a function of v. On the right, αs (Mpl) is held fixed and the corresponding increase
in ΛQCD/Mpl is shown as a function of v. The different colors correspond to different assumptions
about the v-dependence of the quark mass thresholds. The top (top and bottom) [top, bottom, and
charm] yukawas are held fixed along the green (red) [blue] line, so that the corresponding thresholds
scale linearly with v. All other quark masses are held fixed. ΛQCD is calculated in the MS scheme
at 2 loops in the three-flavor theory, with one loop matching at the mass thresholds.
Figure 13. The analog of figure 2 with the high-scale boundary condition for αs held constant
(solid curve). The dashed curve is the same as figure 2 and is the result of choosing αs (Mpl) at
each point such that the ratio ΛQCD/Mpl is constant with respect to v. Light and dark shading
correspond to 80% and 90% helium mass fractions, respectively.
effect of lowering the planck scale. As described in section 5, this causes the reaction that
produces deuterium to freeze out earlier, leading to reduced Helium production.
In order to avoid this issue, we have taken the QCD scale (and thus the ratio
ΛQCD/Mpl) to be independent of v throughout this work. This is accomplished by fix-
ing the second- and third-generation yukawas and performing a compensatory variation on
the high-scale boundary condition for αs. Because the QCD scale depends exponentially
on αs(Mpl), the size of the required variation, shown in the left-hand side of figure 12, is
small even when v is taken several orders of magnitude larger than its value in our universe.
Its size notwithstanding, this variation, taken by itself, spoils grand unification. Restoring
gauge coupling unification would induce a corresponding change in αEM at low energies.
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We have not required gauge coupling unification in this paper; however, the combination of
GUTs with the implicit dependence of the gauge couplings on v may motivate an expanded
study that includes variations of αEM in the future.
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